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1   Mountain region
The river Vindelälven starts close to 
the border of norway, where the vil-
lage of ammarnäs is the biggest 
village. Common species in the river 
are grayling and brown trout. in the 
surrounding mountains you also find 
plenty of lakes with arctic char. This 
area is well suited for fly-fishing. The 
area between the villages of kraddsele 
and ammarnäs is famous for its very 
large, local brown trout, called am-
marnäsöring by the locals.

2   Upper region
In this area the river is significantly 
larger than in the mountain area. 
The river holds big grayling, pike and 
salmon. in the surroundings of sorsele 
you will find plenty of opportunities 
for fly fishing  and pike fishing. The 
area around village Gargnäs is the 
river´s “hot spot” for salmon fishing.

3  Mid region
The river is wider and it has more slow flowing  
sections in this area. In the slow and wide parts  
of the river, as well as in the surrounding lakes,  
you will find endless opportunities for pike fishing. 
In the faster falling parts of the river you can fish 
for grayling as well as salmon. One recommenda-
tion is to rent a canoe in the village of Åmsele and 
spend a day or two in the beautiful Åman river – 
perfect for the whole family as it´s a very “family 
friendly” river, with great pike and perch fishing.

4   Coastal region
This area includes Umeå – the biggest town in 
Västerbotten County (110 000 citizens), with a wide 
selection of shopping, culture and entertainment. 
Fishing in this area is more concentrated to the big 
river and offers good opportunities for catching 
salmon, sea trout and pike. A recommendation is to 
contact the local tackle shops in Umeå  for fishing 
licenses and to organize guided tours.
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In the past few decades, as possibilities to travel faster and cheaper 
have increased, the world has grown smaller. This development has 
given us the opportunity to compare what we have to offer, with 
the rest of the world. We have come to understand that we are truly 
blessed with a richness of nature up here. 
 The Vindelälven river area has it all. not only vast forests, rein-
deer, moose and bears, but also a large, wild, turbulent river with 
tributaries and hundreds of lakes. and best of it all, the lakes and 
waters are full of fish.
 In this magazine we focus on pike fishing. Oh, and what pike  
waters we have! Pike are found in virtually all waters, except for 
those closest to the mountain region.
 We have also shown that the amount and size of the pikes meets 
the standards for high-class sports fishing. In summer 2012 we 
hosted groups from Poland, the Czech Republic and Latvia, who 
launched a fishing sampling survey in various waters along our river 
valley. The results were remarkably good, although they had never 
fished in our waters before and thus took a little time to locate the 
fish. The Polish group, e.g. caught 13 pike over 90 cm with an  
average of a catch every two hours.
 But  there’s not only pike fishing that we offer. The great thing 
about the Vindelälven river area is that you can focus on pike and 
perch fishing one day and go for grayling, brown trout and why not 
even salmon the next day, without wasting hours driving from one 
spot to the next.
 Given the fact that the salmon migrate more than 200 km to 
reach their spawning areas, you can assume there are quite a few 
spots to fish on. The salmon fishing in the Vindelälven river is one of 
sweden’s very best in the late summer.
 Finally, we have the mountain waters where the river branches 
into two alpine valleys, that both have their own special offerings.  
ammarnäs brown trout in the Vindelälven river’s upper parts today 
are world famous. but don’t forget the laisälven river, which is 
home to the large graylings.

Welcome to the Vindelälven river valley!

Stig Westbergh, Project coordinator
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Fishery, access and management
In Sweden you normally have to buy a license for a specific water 
if you want to be able to fish. Since there are millions of fishable 
waters in Sweden and incl. a lot of property owners large efforts 
have been made to unite the owners in fishing organizations.  
 This has resulted in areas of different sizes where anyone can 
buy a fishing license or permit which gives the right to sport fish-
ing. These areas are called “Fiskevårdsområde (Fvo)” in Swedish 
and are translated to “Fisheries management organi-zations 
(Fmo)” in English.   
 In the whole area presented in this magazine there are approx. 
30 different Fmo, each with a specific fishing license for a specific 
numbers or parts of various waters. When you buy a license 
you’ll normally also get a map so you can update yourself on 
regulations, where you’re allowed to fish etc. 
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Fishing in the central parts of town 
Vindeln, where the river runs 
through, has increased in recent 
years. both locals and tourists as 
well as spin- and fly fishermen 

have become aware of the productive 
rapids. salmon and grayling are the focus 
species and the best season is normally July 
and August. A few years ago fly fishermen 
were few, but nowadays wading fishermen 
with long rods and heavy lines are seen 
throughout the season, mainly due to 
the increasing salmon stocks. In addition 
this have has other positive effects on the 
community. especially local young people 
have begun salmon fishing and spend a lot 
of time at the river.

Wide	range	fishing
Within this fisheries management org. a  
series of rapids stretch over approx. 10 km.  
at the downstream end, the rapids of 
Mittiforsen, Nyåkersforsen and Kvarnforsen

are located. These spots tend to offer really 
good salmon and grayling fishing. One of 
the most productive ones is close to the 
railway bridge. next rapids upstream are 
the hemseleforsen rapids that have an 
interesting neck providing a holding pool 
for migratory salmon. however, the pool is 
known to be demanding at periods to fish 
from shore and a boat is recommended. 
Just a little further upstream the smaller 
rapids of degerforsen appear, which can  
be very rewarding during low flow periods.  
The renforsen rapids, at the most up-
stream end of the fisheries management 
org., are the most easy accessible. Many 
fishermen even claim these to be the best 
beats for both grayling and salmon. 

central	accommodation
Vindeln camping is located incredibly 
strategic right beside the renforsen rapids, 
where there are lots of salmon caught 
every summer. by the renforsen rapids’ 
neck and the suspension bridge just 
upstream from the campground, one of 
the best salmon fishing spots in the whole 
area can be found. Just downstream the 
camping area there are rapids very suitable 
for the grayling. To the delight of camping 
guests, grayling fishing has improved a lot 
in recent years, due to modern and strict 
regulations of the fisheries management 
org. If you try fly fishing in the Renforsen 
rapids during autumn (Aug – Oct) you‘ll 
have a great chance of catching very large 
grayling.

Front-row seats
In the Vindeln rapids there is a fishery for 
everyone – even for those who don’t want 
to make a single cast. it works perfectly 
fine to stand on the suspension bridge and 
watch the fishermen from a distance. From 

that elevated position you have a perfect 
overview and can see fly fishermen hook 
salmon only a few metres away. That‘s 
front-row seating! During the last years the 
fishing has continued until 14 September, 
even though the salmon fishing period 
normally closes 31 August. The period 
offers two weeks extra of salmon fishing 
under strict regulations. During this  
so-called dispensation period the autumn 
colours are the most splendid, making the 
scenery for the fishermen or the front-row 
spectators even more remarkable. 

We begin our journey along the Vindelälven River Valley in the small but beautiful town of Vindeln, which 
is the gateway for anyone coming and looking for a fishing adventure in this area. During the summer the 

salmon fishing is in focus here. There are also great opportunities to fish for other species.

Salmon fever in  
the Vindeln Rapids

Hans-Gunnar Bertilsson  
with a 109 cm long  

salmon caught in  
the Vindeln rapids.

A growing number of fly fishermen are 
seen with fly rods in the Vindeln rapids.
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Vindeln rapids facts 

• The renforsen and degerforsen rapids 
are included in the Vindeln rapids nature 
conservation area. Besides a magnificent 
rapids landscape this area also offers 
walking tracks, picnic areas, wind 
shelters and two bridges across  
the river within the conservation area. 

• If you try fishing in the river’s slow 
flowing areas you’ll have a great chance 
of catching large pike, perch, ide and 
whitefish. For questions about the 
fishing and accomodation in this  
area, please send an e-mail to  
stig.westbergh@vindeln.se
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The home of the salmon

i
n the Vindelälven river the majority 
of the salmon are caught in the 
areas between Gargnäs and 
Vindelgransele. These areas have 
exciting characteristics with long 
runs of rapids, plenty of holding 

pools and lots of big boulders. Thus, one 
can easily spend a great deal of days 
fishing here. The area includes 25 km of 
fishable river divided into ten rapids and 
nine shorter streams. in between the 
fast flowing areas, the more slow flowing 
areas are for grayling, perch, pike and 
whitefish. The water in the rapids may 
be very powerful and large boulders can 
make fishing from the shore demanding 
at periods. The use of a boat is often 
recommended and can be rented through 
the local fisheries management org. at 
specific spots. Wading and fishing from the 
shore area can surprise however, especially 
during highflow periods when the salmon 
are found closer to land. 

Strict	regulations
Some may think it is odd to allow fishing 
for salmon close to the spawning habitats. 
Nevertheless, the fishing does not interfere 
with the spawning period and the regula-
tions are very strict in this area in order to 

protect the stocks. all female salmon are 
protected and must be released all year 
around with no exceptions. If you want to 
keep and eat a fish, one male salmon per 
day is allowed to be kept. however, catch 
and release is encouraged in order to in-
crease stocks. Normally, the salmon fisher-
men are very keen in following the rules, 
thus many choose to be more conscious 
and release all fish, even the males. 

Fishing access spots
The fishing spot Laxselet is one of the very 
best in the area. its name corresponds with 
a single stretch of smooth water, but in  
reality there are two slow flowing areas 
with a short current in between, which 
makes up for a perfect holding pool for  
salmon. The krokforsen rapids, approx.  
10 km upstream from Laxselet, is another 
classic fishing spot for salmon. It´s mainly 
suitable for boat fishing even though a lot 
of salmon are caught from land. Moreover, 
the slow flowing area just upstream Krok-
forsen rapid has one of the river’s deepest 
spots, estimated to a full 27 metres.

recommended spots
Next downstream to the Gargnäs fisheries 
management org. is the Djupsele fisheries 

management org. The Djupsele area is not 
as famous and well fished like its more  
famous neighbours – thus an area well 
worth exploring. Further downstream 
Djupsele borders the Vindelgransele fishery 
management org., which most likely will 
sound familiar to many salmon fishermen. 
Popular fishing spots are Storgrässelet, 
Åtjärnsselet, Kvarnforsen/Kvarnselet and 
lappstryckan, which hold salmon all sea-
son. Like in the Gargnäs area, boat fishing 
with wobblers and lures are effective, but 
there are a lot more opportunities and 
great spots that are fantastic for fly-fishing.

long season
In these areas the salmon fishing season 
begins quite late, normally at the end 
of July, even though the fish are present 
earlier. In line with some other fisheries 
management org. along the Vindelälven 
river these areas have been granted a 
dispensation to allow salmon fishing 1 – 14 
September, under strict regulations. During 
this period the fishing normally tends to 
be very good. in the Gargnäs area alone, 
hundreds of salmon are caught during the 
first weeks of September. This month is 
also known to be the most beautiful of the 
autumn months in northern sweden.

The most productive salmon fishery is located to all the rapids in the area close to villages  
Gargnäs and Vindelgransele. This is the main spawning area for salmon, where classic fishing  
spots like Laxselet and Krokforsen have offered plenty of battles with salmon over the years.

upper region

gargnäs / Vindelgransele
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T  here are no major pike fishing 
traditions in Lapland, which is 
probably due to the fact that  
pike has not been given attention 
as other fish species such as  

salmon, brown trout, arctic char and gray-
ling. They have been more attractive both 
from a food and a sport fishing perspective 
traditionally. A few years ago international 
fishing tourists were a rather rare pheno-
menon. however, a wind of change can be 
observed, especially since the discovery of 
the very large grown lapland pike.

A place for records
Four Polish fishing buddies decided to give 
lapland’s pike a chance. With sorsele as 
base they systematically sampled the pike 
abundance and size in a couple of lakes 
and rivers in the area. After a few days of 
fishing, their hypothesis was confirmed – 
this area was predestined to set and break 
many personal records both in size and 
number of fish.

Hit the best season
it can be a challenge to predict when spring 
arrives in Lapland. This sometimes makes 
it difficult to arrive at the best time, which 
is early summer. in this area the winters 
are long. When the ice finally melts in late 
May or early June, the spawning season of 
the pike begins. Shortly prior or after the 
spawning you’ll have the best pike fishing 
period. although the summers in lapland 
are short, it never gets dark, thus the  
fishermen really have to jump at the  
opportunity and profit from the large 
amount of pike. If you want to fish for  
10 kg of pike under the midnight sun well, 
sorsele is the area to come to.

Whitefish	–	Pike	prey
in the larger lakes, where pike mainly 
predates on whitefish, it may be difficult to 
locate the fish. From one day to another, 
the pike can migrate long distances depen-
ding on where their prey is. This pheno-
menon illustrates how difficult it is to point 

out a specific good fishing spot. Sonar is an 
important tool when it comes to locating 
the pike. Once you found them you will be 
highly awarded.

large wobblers
The Poles’ success during their first visit 
to the area probably was due to the fact 
that they were very accurate and efficient. 
by using sonar they divided the lakes into 
quadrants, where depths, temperatures 
and fish contacts were mapped. Soon they 
found that the pike preferred a depth of 
four to six metres, so they concentrated 
the fishing at that depth. The number of 
catches increased significantly and so did 
the size of the fish. More, the Poles noticed 
that the pike tended to be very aggressive 
and therefore they decided to use much 
larger baits like wobblers up to 25 cm. 
This resulted in fewer catches – but at the 
same time the size of the catches increased 
significantly.

In Sweden it´s widely known that the giant and fierce pike are found in Lapland, yet to this day they  
have been fished surprisingly little. In line with the growing sport fishing tourism in northern Sweden, 

the awareness of the monster pikes swimming around in Lapland’s waters is increasing.

Lapland pike!
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The largest pikes were 
found in deep water.
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A	pike	of	120	cm
On the third day of fishing they had a mons-
ter catch in lake nedre Gautsträsket, a lake 
where the Vindelälven river runs through, 
just north of the town Sorsele. Maciek 
Kolendowicz hooked a giant pike with an in-
sane strength, that repeatedly took up to 50 
meters of line in each run – and there were 
many. Maciek had a hard fight, but after 20 
minutes the lucky fisherman finally hauled 
his 120 cm long pike out of the water. This 
was the expedition’s largest fish and a per-
sonal record that will be very hard to beat.

Surface	fishing
The Polish group caught a lot of large pike 
during their days fishing in Sorsele, but they 
also evaluated a special kind of pike fishing 
that is not aimed to break any personal re-
cords. in fact, most of the pike were caught 
in the smaller, slightly shallower lakes with 
rich vegetation. In these lakes, that have 
plenty of pike over 60 cm, it‘s perfect to fish 
on the surface with jerkbaits, poppers or 
flies. The pike normally attacks the lure with 

jumps and it´s not unusual that you have 
contact with fish in every cast. A normal 
fishing day can easily result in over 30 pike 
per person. This is a really fun type of fish-
ing that may appeal to the entire family.

Grayling and trout
If you are in Lapland you’re pretty much 
obligated to try the fishing that made the 
area around town sorsele world famous 
from the beginning. The Poles decided to 
leave the pike behind for a day and try some 
of the smaller lakes for grayling and trout. 
They caught a good dozen of nice fish per 
person including some grayling close to 50 
cm. For those who are attracted to this kind 
of fishing, preferably with fly rods, there are 
numerous of spots to choose from in both 
lakes and streams. 

the sun never sets
The Poles were very pleased with the fishing 
they got to experience in the sorsele area. 
Above all the average size of the fish went 
far beyond their expectations.  

Like many fishermen from Central Europe 
they highly appreciated the bright summer 
nights in lapland, where the sun never sets. 
This phenomenon makes it possible to fish 
around the clock – the sleeping you can do 
back home.

Pike	fishing	in	the	upper	region

• The upper region includes a countless 
number of lakes inhabited by pike. 
Some of the most interesting are Lake 
Storjuktan, Lake Huftaträsket and Lake 
Rabbnaträsket, just to name a few. 

• if you want to try a variety of pike 
waters in the area a car is a must-have. 
Campsites and rental cabins in various 
quality standards are available in 
several villages. 

• Pike fishing is possible all year-round, 
even in winter. The best time however, 
is during the early summer season, 
usually just when the ice is melted, 
until mid-July.

120 cm – a hard to beat 
personal pike record.

Maciek Kolendowicz will 
return to Lapland for sure.

Splash – water is in the air when  
fighting a Lapland pike. 

The summer nights in 
Lapland are bright.
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Welcome  
to Pike  

Country!
Big trophies, happy fishermen and long battles with fish  

willing to take the fight. This is what you find and will expe-
rience in the valley where Vindelälven river runs through.

A beast, but an absolutely wonderful  fish.
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Welcome  
to Pike  

Country!

Pikes are ravenous and you need the 
right tools to remove the hooks.

Appearances can fool you. The pike turns from 
calmness to explosivity when you least expect it.

Another pike from 
Lake Gautsträsk.

Impressing jaws! 

Catch and release is a common method in this area.
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The pike fishing 
paradise

along the central part of the 
Vindelälven river valley beautiful 
small villages appear, such as 
Ekorrträsk, Ekorrsele and Åmsele. 

You will find neither motorways, nor big 
hotels or fancy fishing camps, but an out-
standing pike fishing. Few fishermen try 
their luck in this area, but those who do 
tend to always end up with a good catch. 
It is most likely that you will find yourself 
alone in these rich waters. To come across 
another fisherman at the same lake is a 
minor sensation.

rivers	and	lakes
Five passionate Czech pike fishermen 
decided to spend a couple of autumn days 
in the mid region and try its pike fishing. 
These very skilled fishermen made field 
notes and sampled data on their trophies. 
Their first visit to the area confirmed what 
many had suspected - the pike fishing  
opportunities in this area is fantastic.  
The Czechs mainly fished in the Vindelälven  
river and in the lakes of ekorrträsk, Fäträs-
ket and Innersjön. Yet the mid region offers 
at least another fifty or so pike lakes, just 
waiting to be explored.

discover a vast area
The area is too large to cover during a 
normal fishing holiday. With a car however, 
you have the possibility to discover a lot of 
various waters while enjoying the sparsely

populated area. One of the most interes-
ting lake systems managed by the Åman 
fisheries management org. are a chain  
of large lakes from Lake Ajaursjön in the 
north to Lake Åmträsket in the south. 
These are lakes with crystal clear water in 
pure wilderness, where you rarely encoun-
ter other fishermen. You are more likely to  
see a moose or a huge pike.

large	autumn	pike
The Czechs chose to plan their explorative 
fishing trip in September, the autumn 
month when the landscape presents 
itself at its finest of colours. The northern 
autumn is amazingly beautiful, but also 
a quite demanding time for pike fishing. 
June and July usually are the classical pike 
fishing months when the pike still are in the 
shallows putting on weight after the spaw-
ning period. in autumn the large grown 
pike seek deeper waters, making it more 
difficult to locate them. Hence, the overall 
number of pike caught during autumn in 
general are less, but the average weight 
may be significantly higher. So if you are 
keen to catch a very large pike, autumn is 
the time for you.

excellent	perch	fishing
Besides catching several pikes over 100 cm 
the Czechs also enjoyed fantastic perch 
fishing. Lake Fäträsket offered excellent 
perch fishing opportunities with plenty of 
catches in the range of 30 – 40 cm. In the 
lakes of Ekorrträsk and Innersjön the sizes 
were even more impressive where plenty 
of perch were measured 40 – 45 cm.

A	boat	is	a	benefit	
The Czech fishermen chose to stay in the 
village of Ekorrsele at a local, who offers 
rental cottages. The landlord also provided 
light weight boats which could easily be 
moved between the lakes on a trailer. in 
many of the lakes a boat is more or less 

a must have. With a boat the flexibility 
increases when searching for the fish. 
rental boats are however only in a few of 
the lakes.

diversity of waters
The attributes of the lakes in the area vary 
a lot. some of the larger, deeper lakes have 
clear water, but are nutrient poor, while 
other lakes are shallow and nutrient rich. 
large pike are vastly found in these waters 
but the most successful fishing method 
may differ. In the 100 ha large lake Ekorr-
träsket the highest amount of large pike 
during autumn are found at 10 m depth. 
Thus, trolling is the preferred method to 
fish in these conditions. In other lakes 
active casting is more successful with flies 
or jerk baits. In general the pike are most 
likely to be found in areas where weed  
beds border deep precipices. 

Various baits
The Czechs mainly used perch-coloured 
and blue/white wobblers, spoons and 
rubber-shads. besides choosing the right 
bait, there is so much more to try. as usual, 
it’s all about the combination of fishing in 
the right spot, at the right depth and pre-
senting the bait in the most appealing way. 
Fly-fishing is still a method that hasn’t been 
used much in these waters. however, we 
have good indications that it can be a very 
rewarding method.

Pike can be found all over Sweden. However, large areas are undiscovered especially in many of the areas close to the 
Vindelälven river. Here huge pike are present. This chapter is about the mid region’s pristine pike fishing.

The lakes offer good opportunities 
for large and beautiful perch.

We all have different 
customs when we 

pay our respect to a 
great fight.
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Miroslav Bulant caught a nice pike in the Vindel-
älven River, just below the cottage in Ekorrsele.

About	pike	fishing	in	the mid region 

• a car is required to reach the various 
waters. Please note: local car rental is not 
available in the area. The closest is lycksele.

• The village of Åmsele offers shops, gasoline 
stations, food & accommodation. The 
larger towns of Vindeln and lycksele can be 
reached by car in approx. 30 – 40 min.

• The area consists of mainly three fisheries 
management org. They all offer fishing 
licences at reasonable prices  
(50 – 100 SEK/day).

• Today, possibilities to rent boats in the  
river and lakes are limited. Please see the 
enclosed information paper for accommo-
dation and rental boats in the area. Talk to 
the local people. They will be glad to show 
you where to launch the boat.

• beside pike there are perch and roach in 
most of the lakes. Whitefish, which is an 
important food source for pike are found 
in some lakes. The largest perch are often 
found in larger lakes.

• Spin fishing with wobblers and jigs are 
the most common and successful fishing 
methods even though fly-fishing most likely 
will produce lots of fish.

Martin Cerny’s bait 
box offers a lot to 
choose from.

mid region 

ekorr sele/Åmsele
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it may sound a bit cocky to claim the 
sorsele area as one of the world’s 
best for grayling fishing. However, 
many who have experienced the area 

understand that the statement is not 
overblown. huge grayling are found every-
where in the sorsele area and trophies are 
plentiful. Each year a number of fish over 
two kilos are caught and it’s normal that 
the sorsele grayling tops the catch charts  
in scandinavia.

Grayling paradise 
Vindelälven river runs straight through 
the town of sorsele. The stensundsforsen 
rapid, which are among the very best for 
grayling, are located just within walking dis-
tance from the town centre. At times, huge 
brown trout search their way to the sten-
sundsforsen rapid and may surprise with a 
strike. It’s also normal to find remarkable 
pike ladies in the adjacent stream. For 
those who prefer perch and whitefish, they 
will find this area equally satisfying. If you 
envy the locals you are right, because they 
have a fabulous fishery in their backyard.

rivers and streams
The Bräskaforsen rapid, just about 10 
kilometres upstream from stensundsforsen 
rapid is often forgotten, due to the variety 
of waters available. The bräskaforsen 
rapid is a fantastic grayling spot and it also 
offers good chances to catch brown trout. 
actually it is wrong to describe the spot 
as rapid because the water is rather slow 
flowing, which makes it perfect for the dry 
fly. In addition to the Vindelälven river and 
laisälven river, there are a number of smal-
ler rivers in the sorsele area. These vary in 
size and are rarely visited. Among these, it 
is well worth pointing out the easy acces-
sible, family-friendly rivers Olsbäcken and 
Gargån, where fish are plenty.

A large tributary
laisälven river is the most impressive and 
largest tributary to the main river. From 
the head waters in the pristine mountain 
region downstream to the confluence with 
Vindelälven river, it winds for a stretch of 
more than 170 kilometres. Like the mother 
river, it also offers superb fishing for gray-

ling and brown trout. along the way, rapids 
rich with fish appear in constant intervals. 
Here are a few well worth mentioning; 
hästskoforsen, älvsmötet, sadeforsen and 
holmselforsen rapids as well as luspe- 
forsen, Hällforsen, Trollforsen and Vitforsen 
rapids.

Plenty	of	lakes
large lakes, small lakes and ponds. The 
Sorsele area is full of various fishable 
waters. Large brown trout and arctic char 
are caught each year in lake norra svergo-
träsket, one of the larger lakes just minutes 
outside of sorsele. if we are to point out 
some of the very best grayling lakes, it 
would be Stora Harrträsket, Sörslåttjärn, 
snorsen and sarvesträsket. These spots 
meet fishermen’s highest requirements. 
Grayling over two kilos are caught more  
or less each summer. If you go fishing  
in this area the chances are pretty high  
to go home with a personal record in  
the luggage.

The Vindelälven river’s numerous streams and its tributaries, lakes and ponds in the neighbourhood of 
Sorsele have plenty of inhabitants with a giant dorsal fin. Many people say that the grayling fishing in 

this area may most likely be the best of its kind.

The land of the grayling
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Grayling (Thymallus thymallus).
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The best managed and strongest 
growing fishing destinations along 
the Vindelälven river are the villages 
of ammarnäs and kraddsele. Make 

sure you use the right equipment when you 
go for the brown trout, because they have 
an average weight of 3,5 kg! The normal 
method is to use a fly-fishing single- or 
light two hand rods. some stretches are 
also open for spin fishing. Fly-fishing is 
recommended since it is proven most 
successful as a fishing method.

popular species
The large grown lake dwelling brown trout 
population is unique and a species that 
would not have had a chance of surviving 
a hydro dam construction in the river. 
Today it is protected from such exploitation 
thanks to the fact, that the Vindelälven 
river has governmental protection as a 
national river under the Swedish legislation 
act. More, the brown trout, named  
"ammarnäs trout" by the local people,  
 has been well managed in the region and 
the population tends to increase each year. 
Everyone involved – the fisheries mana-
gement org, entrepreneurs and the locals 
– have understood the value of managing a 
strong and healthy population. The future 
looks bright for the unique population.

Where to meet...
Many who are fishing in this area choose to 
stay at the visitor centre ammarnäs Wärds-
hus, which has become a meeting place for 
both locals and tourists. The visitor centre 
has taken great efforts to increase the value 
of the ammarnäs brown trout as a resource 
and to involve scientists in various studies. 
Today the centre has an excellent reputa-
tion combined with a steady flow of fisher-
men, who share their values and appreciate 
fishing for the unique Ammarnäs trout.  
Those who choose to fish in the down-
stream fishery management org. Kraddsele, 
often stay at the village’s own camp. Like 

the ammarnäs visitor centre, emil’s Fishing 
Camp in Kraddsele is a place where fisher-
men meet and talk about fishing, unless 
they are out at the river catching fish.

Huge grayling
in the heart of the brown trout eldorado, 
more and more people are discovering the

very large grayling in the river. The popula-
tion has improved drastically in recent 
years. The river is inhabited by grayling 
of more then 2 kg which are caught and 
released annually. The large grayling can be 
caught both in the Vindelälven river and in 
the smaller lakes in the fishing area.

When it comes to brown trout fishing, the fishery management org. of Ammarnäs and Kraddsele present  
themselves with pride on the world fishing map. They offer a truly unique fishing experience that is found  
in very few places. There is lots of conservation work going on in order to preserve the unique resources.

The land of the grayling

The unique large  
grown brown trout

• at the end of July/beginning of august 
the large adult ammarnäs brown trout 
begins to move from lake storvindeln 
up to the spawning habitats, which 
are situated close to the Järnforsen 
and Sjöforsen rapids. The migration 
distance is approx. 60 – 80 km. 

• Fishing for the ammarnäs brown 
trout is possible in the whole stretch 
between the town of sorsele and the 
village of ammarnäs. however, the 
fishing is mainly concentrated from the 
Kraddsele fisheries management org. 
and upstream. The fishing regulations 

are defined on the base of sustain- 
ability, including catch and size limits. 
There are also limitations of the  
number of fishermen at specific sites 
and time of year. The purpose of these 
rules is to secure a top class fishery. 

• In general fishing at night tends to be 
the best. however, on overcast days  
the Ammarnäs trout fishing can be 
rewarding during daytime, too. The 
slightly windier days at the end of the 
season tend to offer good daytime 
fishing as well.

Facts	about	fishing	in	the	Ammarnäs	and	kraddsele	fishery	management	org.

mountain region

ammarnäs/kraddsele  
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The Scandinavian mountains offer 
numerous of areas accessible for 
sport fishing. In this region the  
angling pressure is low, combined 

with a wonderful experience of nature. One 
of these areas is a 17 kilometre long stretch 
of the upper Vindelälven river, which is 
open to a limited number of angler access 
days during the summer months. The 
adventurous fly-fisherman will experience 
a hefty day trip with a light pack and a rod 
in hand. however, exploratory trips really 
are to be recommended along this fantastic 
stretch of the river!

rapids and pools
The Mankeforsen rapids are found at the 
south end of the accessible area and are a 
highly recommended spot. here you can 
experience the so called ”sight fishing” in 
crystal clear water. upstream of Manke-
forsen rapids the five kilometres long 
smooth running Framakselet presents itself, 
just before reaching the wild Skånjaforsen 
rapids. Upstream from Skånjaforsen rapids 
the river changes character and takes the 
form of a more intimate mountain stream. 
These areas are excellent for dry fly-fishing 

and also include sections of faster water.
abreast of the dalovardostugan cabin the 
amount of rapids increases for a while. 
Further upstream the water calms and 
the river is forced to meander through the 
landscape. This area is seldom visited by 
people. Paths and fireplaces are unusual 
occurrences, and so are fishermen. The 
top weight of the brown trout is a bit lower 
than further downstream but the fishing 
is absolutely world class, if you are looking 
for sight fishing with dry flies. Those who 
are lucky to arrive at the right time, will 
experience epic mayfly hatches and brown 
trout feeding on the surface like there is no 
tomorrow. The fish tend to move into  
shallow water and are clearly visible against 
the light, sandy bottoms. This is ”sight fish-
ing” at the highest international standard.

A	challenge	to	fish
The legendary upper Vindelälven river will 
touch the heart of every fly fisherman. The 
fishing tends to be good all season, but then 
again there are times when brown trout are 
more or less selective or easily spooked. 
To be successful, these situations demand 
extra efforts and well stocked fly boxes from 

the fishermen. Many people find themsel-
ves just watching the fish in the crystal clear 
water, forgetting to cast the fly on them. 
These are the memorable images that will 
make one decide to return to the paradise 
again and again.

It is by no means easy to get there – but once you are in place you will never want to leave. The Vindelälven 
river’s head waters are a true paradise for anyone interested in brown trout fishing in pristine mountain settings.

Book	your	fishing	well	ahead 

• The upper Vindelälven river has very strict 
regulations, fishing licences are limited. 
if you intend to experience Vindelälven 
river‘s uppermost parts you must make 
your bookings well ahead in time. 

• Ammarnäs Inn & Fishing Centre arranges 
fishing packages to Mankeforsen.  
Information about all arrangements is 
available at www.ammarnasfishing.com 
(in English)

Day merges into evening and the fly-fisherman 
absorbs all of the river’s nuances.

A fishing paradise  
in the arctic region
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If you are alone at a fishing spot, 
then fish wherever you wish, but do 
not fish in a way that disturbs those 
who come after you. If you find 
yourself at waters that are visited 
by other fishermen, you should not 
monopolize the best place throug-
hout the day/night just because you 
were first. There is an unspoken rule 
that you move from spot to spot 
so that everyone gets to try all the 
spots. For example, if you are fishing 
by running water, you start up at the 
neck of the rapids and fish your way 
downstream – one cast, one step 
downstream and so forth.

Be careful
When you release fish, you should 
be careful. Don’t play the fish 
too long before you bring it in. if 
possible, try to remove the hook 
before you bring in the fish. If the 
hook is deeply or firmly embed-
ded, but not in a gill, you should 

not dig into the fish but cut off the 
leader and let the fish heal from the 
hook instead. Do not return a fish 
that is bleeding from the gills, kill it 
quickly instead and make use of it. 
If you pick up a fish in your hands, 
dampen them first. Never lay your 
hands on the gills or eyes of a fish 
because you can easily injure them. 
If the fish is large, turn it on its back 
so that it calms down and the risk 
of injury decreases. Remember to 
always minimize the time above the 
surface of the water. The fish should 
be carefully placed in the water 
when you release it. if you see that 
the fish appears sluggish after its 
struggle, hold it under the surface 
of the water with a grip around the 
tail. Maneuver it forwards and back 
so that water flows through the gills 
until you see that breathing resu-
mes properly before you release it. 

Good luck out there!

Good fishing etiquette is beneficial for everyone concerned about 
fishing waters, the fish as well as the fishermen. There are some 

unwritten rules about how one should behave with respect to fellow 
fishermen as well as how one should act when releasing fish.

Conduct and  
releasing

If you are going to release a fish, please 
do so with the greatest possible care. 

The Right  
of Public  
Access
in sweden we have the 
unique right of Public  
access whenever you go 
out in the swedish country-
side. but everyone must 
also take care of nature and 
wildlife, and show conside-
ration for landowners and 
for other people enjoying 
the countryside. 

So when you are out fishing 
these things can be good to 
have in mind: 

Vehicle traffic can cause se-
vere wear on private roads, 
and owners therefore have 
the right to ban motor-
vehicle traffic. Look up for 
signs or booms. 

Fishing in this region always 
requires licenses except for 
fishing at the coast of the 
Baltic sea.

you can pick berries and 
mushrooms as long as it 
does not cause loss or  
nuisance to the landowner 

special rules apply to  
protected areas, for 
example national parks, 
nature reserves and at 
historical sites 

you are allowed to light 
a fire in the country if 
conditions are safe. But 
you are always responsible 
if something something 
went wrong and you caused 
forest-fire for example.  

also keep in mind that 
county administrative 
boards and municipal fire 
and rescue services may  
issue fire bans in dry  
weather or at other  
times of high fire danger.
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www.vindelalvsfiske.se
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Från  kust  till  fjäll

Fiska

- En satsning på hållbart fiske -


